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We show that a derivation of a C*-algebra & is automatically relative bounded 
with respect to any closed *derivation of JZ! with smaller domain. We give also 
some related results on the automatic continuity of derivations in certain 
Banach algebras. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to show that a derivation S of a C*-algebra & 
is automatically relative bounded with respect to any closed *derivation 6, of 
&with domain 9(S,) included in 9(S). We are motivated by the perturbation 
theory for linear operators (in which relative boundedness is a standard re- 
quirement) and its applications to the stability of a C*-dynamical system 
(cf. [l, 2, 71). For example, if 6, is the generator of a one-parameter strongly 
continuous group of *automorphisms of ~9, then 6, + XS is also a generator 
for small h E R if the *derivation S is relative bounded with respect to S, (briefly 
&,-bounded) and +3 is a dissipative operator. Algebraic conditions to ensure 
the dissipativeness of &S are known [3], for instance, the stability of the positive 
portion of 9(S) under the square root operation; we shall see that sometimes 
we can deduce the dissipativeness from the relative boundedness. 
We recall at this point that the linear operator S : .9(S) C ~9’ - ZZ.Y is said 
to be relative bounded with respect to the linear operator 6, : Q(S,) C J@’ - JX? 
if 9+(&J C 9(S) and there exist 01, /3 E [w s.t. 
II S(a) II < cl II a II + B II 4449 a E qs,). 
This means that S : 9(&J --+ &is a bounded operator if we put on 9(S,) the 
graph norm of 6,. Now, if 6, is a closed *derivation of the C*-algebra &‘, then 
9(&J becomes a Banach *algebra dO, with the graph norm of 6, , and verifies 
additional properties. Therefore we must show that an everywhere defined 
derivation S : L& + LYZ is automatically continuous. This point of view shall 
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lead us to furnish related results on the automatic continuity of an everywhere 
defined derivation of a certain Banach algebra J?l’, with values into an arbitrary 
Banach s8,-module. 
The idea of the proof is to note that the Banach algebra &a = @SO) is some- 
what similar to a C*-algebra, in asmuch as it admits a Cm functional calculus. 
Therefore we are naturally led to extend to our case the proof of Ringrose [4] 
of the automatic continuity of an everywhere defined derivation of a C*-algebra 
& with values in a Banach &-module. 
Previous restrictive versions of our result are contained in [2, 51; for the 
commutative case see [6] and references therein. 
We end this paper with some remarks on the closability, answering in par- 
ticular a question of Sakai (Proposition 3). 
2. AUTOMATIC RELATIVE BOUNDEDNESS 
Let & be a C*-algebra with unity e E G! and 6, : ~(6,) C dc4-t JX! a closed 
*derivation of &, i.e., g(6,) is a dense *subalgebra of & and 6, is a closed 
linear operator s.t. 6(ab) = aa(b) + &(a& s(a*) = 8(a)* for each a, b E ~(6,). 
Equipped with the graph norm 
II a 110 = II a II + II 4#)lll a E q&J, 
$R(S,) becomes a Banach *algebra Sa, that verifies the following properties 
(cf. [8, 9, 51) that we abstract: 
R. do is u reduced Bunach *algebra with unity e E &a. In other words dO 
is unital and admits an auxiliary C*-norm 11 ./I the completion under which 
is &(the enveloping C*-algebra). This entails that do and any Banach *sub- 
algebra of &s are semisimple. 
FC. There exists a regular uIgebru F C C(R) which operates on self-adjoint 
elements of .G$. By this we mean that, for each h = h* E &, the functional 
calculus f E C(W) --t f (h) E & admits a restriction f E F -+ f (h) E ~2~ whose 
kernel is the set of all f E F vanishing on the spectrum of h in &s. This entails 
that the spectrum of h is the same in J;l’, and in ~2. 
A sufficient condition (fulfilled when &a = g(Q) for Cm@) to operate on 
the self-adjoint element h E &a is that the function t E Iw -+ ]I exp(ith)& is 
polynomially bounded: In such a case one can define for each f E S(R) (the 
Schwartz space) 
f(h) = jf(t) exp(-ith) dt, 
where p is the Fourier antitransform off. 
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We need a lemma known in the C*-algebra case and easily extendable to our 
case. 
LEMMA 1. Let do be a infinite-dimensional reduced Banach *algebra with 
unity. There exists h = h* E dO with infinite spectrum. 
Proof. Let B be a maximal Abelian *subalgebra of &a. B is semisimple 
and it is not difficult to check that it is infinite dimensional [IO]. If the spectrum 
of each h = h* E B were finite, then B would be the linear span of a set of 
idempotents and therefore the spectrum of B would be discrete.l As the spectrum 
of B is compact, it should be finite, which is impossible since B is semisimple 
and infinite dimensional. 
We recall now that, if .zZO is a Banach algebra, a Banach da-module M is a 
Banach space such that there exist bilinear maps (a, m) E do x M + am E M 
and (m, a) EM x &a + ma E M, associative as usual, with Ij ma I), 11 am 11 < 
II alI0 II ml/- 
Let M be a Banach dO-module, where &a verifies the properties R and FC 
above (in the following, &a shall always verify R and FC), and let 6 : do + M 
be an everywhere defined derivation. 
A straightforward computation shows that 
I = {t E do I the map a E & + @at) is bounded} (1) 
is a two-sided ideal of SB, . Then .!, the closure of I in &, is a closed *ideal of ~4 
and J = f n & is a closed *ideal of do . The basic property for /is the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. With the above definitions, the ideal J is cojinite in dO, 
i.e., dim(dO/ J) is finite. 
Proof. Let i : SS$ --f & be the canonical injection and q0 : ~&a + dO/ J, 
4 : ~2 -+ &/I the canonical quotient maps. It is straightforward to check that 
there exists a well-defined linear map v such that the following diagram com- 
mutes 
do i, d 
The map ‘p establishes a *isomorphism of do/J into a C*-algebra, therefore 
do/J is a reduced Banach *algebra. Let us assume dim(J;s,/ J) = co to find 
a contradiction. By Lemma 1 there exists h = h* E do such that q,,(h) has 
infinite spectrum o(q,,(h)); therefore a(q(h)) is also infinite (otherwise we get 
1 Otherwise it contains a point with a decreasing sequence of clopen neighborhoods 
with clopen intersection. 
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a polynomial P s.t. P(q,(h)) = cp-‘(IQ(h))) = 0). We use now the FC property 
for &s . Let fn E F be a sequence of functions nonzero on a(#~)) and with 
disjoint supports. The sequence h, = fn(h) verifies 
hnh, = 0, if m # 12, hn2 $ J, 
the last relation because q,(h,z) = v-l (fn(h)2) # 0. Moreover we can assume 
(/ h, Ilo < 1. Since hn2 $I(C J) there exists a sequence 
a, E 4, II % /lo < 2-“, II %$n2)llo 2 II WJlo + n. 
Let c = C anhn ; we have /I c/l,, < 1 and c,h, = anhn2, therefore 
II Wh, Ilo = II WJ - Wdl, 2 II ~bA2N, - II c llo II Vn)llo 2 n> 
which is a contradiction. Thus J is cofinite in &s. 
COROLLARY 1. Let do werify the properties R and FC above. If d0 (or &) 
contains no cofinite ideal, then every derivation of do into a Bunuch .&-module is 
bounded. 
Proof. By Proposition 1, with the same notation, the ideal J is cofinite in 
A0 . Then J, the closure of J in ,ol, is cofinite in ,rB; in fact if V C JX$ is a finite- 
dimensional linear space such that J + V = dO, then p +- V is closed and 
dense in &, thus J + V = &. If J;p or J contains no cofinite ideal, then 
1 = f = ZXZ’ so that there exists b E I invertible in JZI. By the FC property 
b-1 E &s ; as I is an ideal of do , e = b-lb E I and the map a --f s(a) = 8(ue) is 
bounded. 
Remark 1. The last argument in the proof of Proposition 1 also shows that 
every derivation of a simple Banach algebra B into a Banach B-module is 
continuous if B contains a sequence h, s.t. h,h, = 0 if m # n and hn2 # 0. 
The next theorem contains our main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let do be a Bunuch *algebra that verijes the properties R and 
FC above. An everywhere defined derivation 6 of J(a, into the enveloping C*- 
algebra & is bounded. 
Proof. As above let I be the ideal defined in (I) and J = 1 n do. By 
Proposition 1, J is cofinite in do and therefore 1 = J is cofinite in &. Let 
S={uEaqut=O,tEI}; 
as 1 is a closed two-sided ideal of A, the same is true for S. The relation S. = 
(01 implies S n f = {0}, thus S is finite dimensional. Being a finite-dimensional 
C*-algebra, S admits a unity p E S; it follows easily that p is a self-adjoint 
projection in the center of ,4 and S = Ap. 
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The same calculation of [8, Theorem 31 shows the existence of a projection 
p’ E & with 11 p’ - p I/ < 1; as p’ commutes with p, we have p = p’ E JalO. 
Since S is finite dimensional the map 
is continuous, therefore p E I n S = {0} and S = (0). We show now that 
6 : do + & is closable, thus bounded. Let a, E do be a sequence and a E & 
such that 
II a, II0 - 0, S(a,) + II. 
Then S(a,t) + 0 for each t E I; on the other hand, 
S(a,t) = q&S(t) + S(a,)t 4 at, tEI, 
therefore a E S = {0} and 6 is closable. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R? be a C*-algebra with unity and 6, a closed derivation 
of SZY. If S is a derivation of A such that 9(S) C 9?(6,), then 6 is &bounded. 
Proof. Equip 9(8,) with the graph norm of 6, and apply Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 3. Let S, and 6 be *derivations as in Corollary 2. If there exists 
a *algebra B C 9(S,) whose positive portion is stable under the square root opera- 
tion and which is a core for 6, , then 6 1 9(S,,) is closable, in fact fS 1 S+(S,) is 
dissipative. Furthermore if S, is a generator, 6, + hS is also a generator for small 
AER. 
Proof. As B is closed under the square root operation, f(S, + hS)l B 
is a dissipative operator [3]. For small h E R, -+(S, + hS)l z~(S,) is a closed 
operator and B is a core for it [l, Chap. IV, Theorem 1.11, thus *(S,, + 
hS)l .$9(&J is dissipative. The rest follows from a classical stability theorem 
[l 1, lemma of Theorem X.501. 
COROLLARY 4. Let 6 be a derivation of the C*-algebra C([O, 11) whose domain 
contains every differentiable’function. There exists FE C([O, 11) such that 
W) = Wf )v f E CWO, ll), (2) 
where D(f) is the usual derivative off. 
Proof. By Corollary 2 6 is D-bounded, so there exists h > 0 such that 
6 + ;\D is closed. Let x be the function t E [0, I] -+ t; by [I, Theorem 171 we 
have 
(6 + AD)(f) = ‘Wf ), f E CY[O, II), 
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where G = (6 + AD)(x), therefore for each f E Cl([O, 11) 
S(f 1 = (6 + Wf > - Wf) = (G - Wf 1 
which proves the corollary with F = G - h. 
Remark 2. The last corollary is easily extendable to the case in which the 
range of S is contained in LP([O, 11, dt), 1 < p < co. In such a case FE LP . 
3. REMARKS ON THE CLOSABILITY 
A natural question at this point is whether we can stress Corollary 2 to 
obtain the closability of 6 ) 9(6,). Th is should be a stronger result in view of 
Hiirmander’s comparison theorem [12, Theorem 11.6.21. We are not in a 
position to know if the answer is always affirmative, but we see that it is so 
in the situations stated in Corollaries 3 and 4; in the last corollary this follows 
because, as remarked by Sakai [13, Theorem 1.131, every derivation like S given 
by formula (2) is closable. It is interesting to note that in both cases we can 
derive the closability by making use of the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 6, be a closed linear operator of the Banach space A 
and 6 a &-,-bounded linear operator of A. If there exists a core B for 8, such that 
6 1 B is closable, then 6 1 9(&J is closable. 
Proof. Let a, E 9(&J be a sequence such that a, + 0 and &(a,) -+ a, 
and choose 6, E B such that 
II Q, - b, II + II %(a, - Ull < I/n. 
As 6 is &,-bounded we have b, --f 0 and 6(b,) --+ a, therefore a = 0. 
We note that a positive solution of the core problem (see [14, Proposition 181, 
that is, if every closed *derivation of a UHF C*-algebra were the closure of a 
normal derivation) would furnish an affirmative answer to our question in the 
UHF case. 
Moreover the arguments expressed in [13] give a positive answer when S, 
is a closed derivation of C([O, I]) and there exists one generator h E 9(S,) 
for the Banach algebra A,, = 9(&J; h owever the existence of such a generator 
is not clear. 
We conclude our remarks on the closability showing that a derivation delined 
on Cm([O, 11) is closable, thus solving a problem raised by Sakai [13, Proposition 
1.21. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let 8 be a deriwation of C([O, 11) with domain 9(S) = 
Cm([O, I]). Then 6 is closable and it extends to a derivation of the form given in 
(2). 
Proof. Our argument is classical in differential geometry. With the nota- 
tion of Corollary 4, we have 
S(P) == WP), F = S(x), 
for each polynomial p. Let 6, : S,(f) = FL)(f), f E C’([O, l]), and S, = 8, - 6. 
It follows that 6, is zero on polynomials and 6 is closable iff 6, = 0. 
Choose now t, E [0, 11. As every f E C=([O, 11) can be written as 
f(t) = f (to) + (t - 4@(t). h E WO, 111, 
we have S,(f)(t) = (t - t,)&(h)(t) and therefore S,(f )(t,) = 0. As to is arbitrary 
we have 6, = 0. The rest is now clear. 
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